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Anberlin - Younglife Acoustic Version

Drop D

tabbed by: Ken SaÃ±ez

Note:     D         A        Bm         E
      E|--0--|  E|--0--|  E|--0--|  E|--0--|
      B|--0--|  B|--0--|  B|--0--|  B|--0--|
      G|--7--|  G|--2--|  G|--4--|  G|--9--|
      D|--7--|  D|--2--|  D|--4--|  D|--9--|
      A|--5--|  A|--0--|  A|--2--|  A|--7--|
      D|--5--|  D|--0--|  D|--2--|  D|--7--|

Intro: D A Bm

Verse 1:

D  A          D   A                D    A       
    Hey brother    do you remember when
           Bm                                               D
We used to play outdoors till the light was absorbed by the night
A             D  A                   D    A
    Hey brother   it was an innocent time
           Bm
We used to laugh till we cried

Were still boys on the inside

Chorus:

Bm
I want to do it again
D                A
  The first time staying out all night
D                    A                D
  The last time that we got away with lies
              A
I can hear it in the back of my mind
Bm
Over and over again

I want to do it again
D               A
  Late night in early lives



D                  A               D
  Never thought it would come to a goodbye
            A
I replay it in the back of my mind
Bm
Over and over again

I want to do it again

Verse 2:

D  A        D   A                D    A
    Hey lover    do you remember when
         Bm
We would dance in your apartment
                                   D
Till neighbors would knock on your door
A                 D   A                D    A
    Well I remember,   do you remember when
          Bm
We had no money to speak of

Nowhere else to eat but your floor

Chorus:

Bm
I want to do it again
D                A
  The first time staying out all night
D                   A                D
  The last time you looked me in the eyes
               A
I can see them in the back of my mind
Bm
Over and over again

I want to do it again
D             A
  Late nights all entwined
D                     A         D
  I made a promise to never say goodbye
              A
I replay them in the back of my mind
Bm
Over and over again

Bridge:

Bm



Are those days gone forever
A
Wonder if weâ€™re going to ever
D
See all our young life friends

That we made again
Bm
Have we all lost connection
A
Life pulls in all directions
D                         E
Memories bring us back to where we ve been

Chorus:

Bm
I want to do it again
D                A
  The first time staying out all night
D                    A                D
  The last time that we got away with lies
              A
I can hear it in the back of my mind
Bm
Over and over again

I want to do it again
D               A
  Late night in early lives
D                  A               D
  Never thought it would come to a goodbye
            A
I replay it in the back of my mind
Bm
Over and over again
                 D
I want to do it again

Note:
The other tab that i did was kinda wrong because i based it on,
how your hand should be on the guitar, so...
This is the correct way that i did it:

      E|--0--|  E|--0--|  E|--0--|  E|--0--|
      B|-11--|  B|--6--|  B|--8--|  B|-13--|
      G|-10--|  G|--5--|  G|--7--|  G|-12--|
      D|--8--|  D|--3--|  D|--5--|  D|--9--|
      A|--8--|  A|--3--|  A|--5--|  A|--9--|
      D|--8--|  D|--3--|  D|--5--|  D|--9--|



sorry for the misunderstanding. Ã¼

Note: Please use the chords above Ã¼


